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ABSTRACT
Management has become a key concern for the success
of multicast deployment in the Internet. One of the most
important management tasks for multicast is to verify the
availability of the service to its users. This task is re-
ferred to as discovering or testingreachability. In this
paper, we present a new mechanism, SSM-Ping, for dis-
covering multicast reachability between (remote) end sys-
tems in Source Specific Multicast (SSM) enabled networks.
SSM-Ping uses the existing Protocol Independent Multi-
cast (PIM) based multicast join mechanism in the network
and requires a simple extension to the Internet Group Man-
agement Protocol (IGMP). First, we motivate our work by
discussing the need for an efficient and effective ping util-
ity for multicast. Then, we present the SSM-Ping oper-
ation and discuss a number of deployment and security is-
sues. Finally, we outline our inter-domain scale experimen-
tal evaluation approach for SSM-Ping.
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1 Introduction
The original IP multicast service model, now called Any
Source Multicast (ASM) [4], was designed to provide sup-
port for a large group of multicast applications. Over the
last decade, it has been well-recognized that this service
model has several problems preventing its wide-scale de-
ployment in the Internet [5]. Later on, in order to facilitate
multicast deployment in the network, a simplified multicast
service model, called Source Specific Multicast (SSM) [7],
was defined. With the introduction of SSM, the expectation
now is that multicast deployment and the usage of multicast
in the Internet can increase significantly.

Some of the main reasons that have been contributing
to the lack of wide scale ASM deployment are the com-
plexity of the required protocol architecture and the lack of
necessary management tools/systems. Due to the relative
simplicity of the SSM service model, the required proto-
col architecture is not a deployment bottleneck any more.
But now, we need to pay more attention to the management
needs of SSM to make its deployment successful.

One of the most important management tasks for mul-
ticast is to verify the availability of the service to its users.
This task is usually referred to as monitoring or testing
reachabilitybetween the sources and the receivers in a mul-
ticast group. Multicast is realized through the creation and
maintenance of forwarding trees connecting sources and

receivers in a multicast group. These trees are dynami-
cally created and maintained by the routers, yet there is
no feedback information built into the process. That is, if a
tree cannot be built because there is no path to the source,
the receiver will never know. Reachability ensures that
sources can reach all existing and potential group members.
Reachability also implies that receivers have multicast con-
nectivity and can reach all sources. Consequently, veri-
fying reachability becomes very important to maintaining
availability and robustness of the multicast service between
sources and receivers. Without it, the multicast infrastruc-
ture becomes disconnected and essentially unusable.

In this paper, we present a mechanism to test multi-
cast reachability between two end systems in SSM-enabled
networks. We call our approachSSM-Ping. Ping is one
of the most basic yet one of the most useful network diag-
nostic tools constantly used for network management pur-
poses. In unicast,ping provides a convenient way of dis-
covering unicast reachability between two systems in the
network. On the other hand, multicastping (mping) re-
quests are sent to a multicast group address and these re-
quests trigger group receivers to sendping responses to the
pinging host via unicast. This essentially informs an end
system (pinging host) about the fact that there are a num-
ber of receivers that received the request on the group ad-
dress. This information has only very limited use/value and
the mechanism is vulnerable to feedback implosion prob-
lem. Therefore, this approach is not put into practical use
by network operators [13].

Due to the lack of an appropriate diagnostic tool, mul-
ticast reachability has traditionally been monitored/verified
by using application layer monitoring mechanisms [10,
12]. As we discuss in Section 2, these mechanisms have
their own limitations and cannot really provide an effective
solution for reachability management. WithSSM-Ping, we
introduce a convenient mechanism to test multicast reacha-
bility between a receiver and a source site and therefore fill
in an important void for multicast network management.
This utility can be of great value for network operators to
debug potential multicast reachability problems within and
between SSM enabled networks. It is also useful for multi-
cast receivers to verify the reachability between themselves
and remote sources.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next
section motivates this work. Section 3 discusses the other
alternatives we can use for the purpose of reachability. Sec-
tion 4 presents the SSM-Ping mechanism. Section 5 dis-
cusses a number of deployment issues. Section 6 describes



usage scenarios for SSM-Ping. Section 7 presents a num-
ber of security issues. Section 8 discusses our evaluations
of SSM-Ping. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Motivation
Discovering multicast reachability between multicast en-
abled hosts/networks has been a difficult task [12]. One
explicit mechanism for determining reachability between
two end systems is the ping utility. In unicast, ping allows
a source/receiver to test bidirectional reachability to the
peer. This relationship is shown in the Figure 1. Ping uses
ICMP ECHO and ECHOREPLY messages to probe the
target host. On a successful reply from the target machine,
the source is ensured of both liveness and reachability to the
target machine. In multicast, due to a lack of an appropri-
ate mechanism, previous work has focused on using appli-
cation layer information for reachability monitoring. As an
example, the Multicast Reachability Monitor (MRM) [2]
protocol has been designed to provide reachability moni-
toring service between remote nodes in the network. But it
requires running test multicast sessions between the nodes.
In addition, the recent sdr-monitor project [12], used multi-
cast session announcements to monitor multicast reachabil-
ity among a large group of multicast users. In this approach
session announcements available at user locations are used
to represent reachability between the announcement origi-
nator sites and the user sites.

Finally, the Multicast Beacon [10] has been developed
as an active measurement tool to monitor multicast reach-
ability among a large number of participants by using a
test multicast session. Even though the above mentioned
approaches work to monitor reachability, they have some
key limitations: (1) lack of flexible monitoring, (2) lack of
heartbeat message control, (3) lack of consistent monitor-
ing and (4) lack of convenience. These drawbacks limit
the usage of such type of application layer approaches for
reachability monitoring.

3 Approaches to Reachability Discovery
Contrary to previous application dependent approaches,
our goal in this paper is to develop a relatively simple tool
to verify multicast reachability between remote hosts. As
we discussed in Section 1, the mping tool cannot be effec-
tively used to verify reachability.

An alternative approach to verify multicast reachabil-
ity between a receiver and anactivesource site may be to
use a simple unicast based query-response message pair.
That is, when a receiver joins an SSM channel (S,G) of
a remote source, S, it will expect to receive packets on the
(S,G) channel. If the receiver fails to receive multicast data,
it may mean two things: (1) either the source is not active,
or (2) there exists a reachability problem between the two
end hosts. In this case, the receiver can send a unicast-
based query to the source, S, to verify if the source, S, is
currently active or not. On receiving this query, the source,
S, can send a unicast-based response informing the receiver
about its activity. Based on this information, the receiver
can easily verify its reachability to the source site. On the
other hand, if the source is not currently active, then this
information does not really help the receiver to know its
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Figure 1. Semantics of the current unicastping (top) and
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reachability to the other host. In this case, the source may
need to send explicit response information on the (S,G) ad-
dress to help the receiver to decide about reachability.

One problem with the above approach is that if the
(S,G) group has a large number of receivers, the explicit
response that the source, S, sends on the (S,G) will go to
all receivers unnecessarily. In addition, as the number of
receivers trying to verify reachability increases, the amount
of traffic introduced into the (S,G) group will be too high.
Furthermore, if we want to verify multicast reachability to a
remote host which does not currently source any multicast
traffic, this approach may not be effective. Because of these
disadvantages, the effectiveness of this approach seems to
be fairly limited. The next section discusses the approach
of SSM-Ping to ensure reachability to the source.

4 SSM-Ping
In this section, we propose a ping utility to verify reach-
ability between SSM-enabled (remote) systems. By
using a dedicated multicast group address, say SSM-
PING.MCAST.NET, in the SSM address range (232/8),
an end system, R, sends an SSM-Ping request to a re-
mote host, S, and waits for a SSM-Ping reply on the
(S, SSM-PING.MCAST.NET) channel. The SSM-Ping
request is essentially a join request for the (S, SSM-
PING.MCAST.NET) SSM channel and is achieved by
sending an Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)
[3] Membership Report by the pinging end system
(SSM Receiver, R). The designated multicast router at
the pinging site creates a Protocol Independent Multi-
cast (PIM) [6] based join (PIM-Join) message for (S,
SSM-PING.MCAST.NET) and forwards it toward the
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Figure 2. Operation of the SSM-Ping utility.

source, S. Each router on the R-to-S reverse shortest
path creates a forwarding state entry for the (S, SSM-
PING.MCAST.NET) channel and also forwards the join
message towards the source S. When the join request
reaches the edge router at the source site, this router for-
wards a message to inform S about the SSM-Ping re-
quest. On receiving the SSM-Ping request, the source,
S, creates a reply message and sends it to the (S, SSM-
PING.MCAST.NET) SSM channel. This message prop-
agates on the previously established multicast forwarding
path between S and R and reaches the pinging host, R.
On receiving this message, the pinging host creates and
sends an IGMP Leave Group message to leave the (S,
SSM-PING.MCAST.NET) SSM channel. Consequently,
the edge router at the receiver (pinging) host sends a PIM-
Prune message to its upstream neighbor on the tree to
start flushing the previously created forwarding state for
(S, SSM-PING.MCAST.NET) in the network. Figure 2
presents this operation.

The above mechanism requires a new message be-
tween the Designated Router (DR) and the source (step 4
shown in 2). According to the current join mechanism, the
join messages terminate at the DR and join requests are not
conveyed all the way to the source. However in our ap-
proach we need to inform source, S, about the incoming
ping request (i.e. incoming (S, SSM-PING.MCAST.NET)
join message) so that it creates and sends a ping reply. For
this reason we introduce a new message to IGMP. Using
this new message, the DR at the source site will inform the
source about the ping request. This message will only be
used when the DR receives a ping request ( a join message
to the (S, SSM-PING.MCAST.NET) channel) and joins to
all other groups will terminate at the DR as usual.

Note that an alternative would be to have the DR act
on the incoming ping request. That is, instead of forward-
ing the ping message to the source, the DR can create a
ping response and send it to (S, SSM-PING.MCAST.NET)
on behalf of S. This approach would remove the need to
modify IGMP. But the disadvantage of this approach is that
if there are problems between the DR and S, these problems
would fail to be reported by SSM-Ping. In fact, during our
implementation efforts we experienced such a problem.

In order to better understand the development and op-
erational issues, we built a test environment between our
site at the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) and the
University of Oregon (UO). The network at UO is SSM
enabled and the network at UTD is ASM enabled. Figure 3
shows the network layout, with the part of UTD magnified
to show additional detail. As seen in the figure, the end host
at UTD is connected through a series of switches to the DR
which is in turn connected to the UTD border router. As
part of our experiments we needed to run a receiver at UO
and a source at UTD. The receiver at UO was responsible
for pinging the source at UTD and then the source at UTD
was responsible for sending a ping reply on the SSM-Ping
channel.

During our experiments we observed that the multi-
cast data (ping response) sent by the source in the UTD
network was not visible outside the UTD domain. After
some investigation we realized that this was due to a mis-
configuration on the switches between the source and the
DR router at UTD. In fact, our SSM-Ping utility helped us
debug and correct an existing multicast reachability prob-
lem in our network. This also shows that the ping request
should reach all the way to the pinged end system. If the
ping request is to terminate at the DR of the pinged source
site, potential reachability problems between the DR and
pinged host may not be detected. As a result this justifies
the need for the new IGMP message that is to be used to
convey incoming ping requests to the pinged source.

5 Deployment Issues
An important characteristic of the SSM-Ping utility is that
it does not require a significant number of changes to the
existing SSM-based multicast service model for its deploy-
ment. The only modification required is to include support
for a new message type in the IGMP protocol.

The current mechanism allows a receiver to send an
SSM-Ping request (i.e. IGMPv3 Membership Report to
join an SSM channel). This request is propagated all the
way to the edge router at the pinged source site. In order
for the source to send a response to an incoming ping re-
quest, it needs to be notified about the ping request. As
discussed in Section 4, on seeing a join request for SSM-
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PING.MCAST.NET, the edge router on the source site in-
forms the source about the ping request. For this we pro-
pose a new IGMP message type. Figure 4 gives the packet
format for this new IGMP message type. The edge routers
and the end hosts need to support this new message type in
the IGMP protocol.

6 Multicast Management with SSM-Ping
The above mechanism provides sufficient support to test
multicast reachability between remote end systems. Net-
work operators can use this service to maintain a robust
SSM service within and between SSM-enabled networks in
the Internet. In this section we present the utility of SSM-
Ping as a tool for multicast management.
6.1 Reachability Testing
The main motive of SSM-Ping is to test if the pinging site
(receiver) can receive multicast data from the pinged site
(source). In the previous sections we discussed the basic
functioning of SSM-Ping tool. That discussion assumes
that there is only one pinging receiver at any given point of
time. But in reality, there may be more than one receiver
initiating a ping requests simultaneously.

A difficulty arises with the SSM-Ping mechanism
when there exists simultaneous ping requests from differ-
ent receiver sites. The problem is that not all ping requests
may reach the source site. Recall that SSM-Ping requests
are in fact PIM-Join messages propagating in the network
towards the source site. Some may join the SSM tree cor-
responding to the SSM-Ping channel in the middle of net-
work. When such a join message reaches a router which
is already on the SSM tree, the router does not continue to

forward the request. As a result, the multicast path orig-
inating from the receiver site is grafted onto the existing
multicast forwarding tree at an intermediate router in the
network. In the case of SSM-Ping, this causes a potential
problem.

Figure 5 presents an example scenario that visually
explains the multi-SSM-Ping problem. In Figure 5-a, R1
sends an SSM-Ping request to a remote source, S. This re-
quest propagates in the network toward S. Routers on this
path create forwarding state for the channel. Then, in Fig-
ure 5-b, source S sends an SSM-Ping response via multi-
cast on the (S,SSM-PING.MCAST.NET) channel and this
response passes through the router, X, and reaches R1’s
site. Finally, in Figure 5-c, R2 sends an SSM-Ping re-
quest to remote source, S. At this point, the ping request
reaches router, X, and is not forwarded anymore. This is
because the ping request is a PIM-Join message and since X
is already on the (S,SSM-PING.MCAST.NET) forwarding
tree, it does not forward the join message anymore. How-
ever, from the ping semantics point of view, this means that
the ping request of R2 does not reach the source site and
therefore may not receive an answer. Hence, R2 may inter-
pret this as a lack of reachability to S.

In order to resolve this discrepancy, the pinged source
periodically sends multiple copies of ping responses on the
SSM-Ping channel for a short time interval (e.g. one ping
response per second for 10 seconds). This way an SSM-
Ping request (PIM-Join request for the SSM-PING chan-
nel) that is grafted on the existing multicast forwarding tree
for the SSM-PING channel will have a better chance of re-
ceiving a response from the source on the existing forward-
ing tree.

6.2 RTT/Jitter Computation with SSM-Ping

In addition to reachability/connectivity management, one
common use of the ping tool in the unicast world is to mea-
sure the end-to-end round trip delay (unicast RTT) between
two remote end systems. Similar to unicast Ping, SSM-
Ping can also be used to measuremulticast RTTbetween
two remote end systems. Multicast RTT is the delay for the
first multicast packet received by the receiver, after it has
joined the multicast channel.

Similar to the discussion in Section 6.1, due to the
possibility of multiple simultaneous SSM-Ping requests for
an end system, the responses returned to the pinging hosts
may not always be used to measure the multicast RTT be-
tween the two end hosts. However, using simple sequence
numbers in the SSM-Ping response message helps pinging
hosts to detect for which request message a response mes-
sage matches. That is, when a receiver pings a source and
receives a ping response with sequence number “zero”, the
receiver is likely the only host pinging the source currently.
On the other hand, if the receiver receives a response with
sequence number greater than zero, it may indicate the ex-
istence of other receivers pinging the source.

The SSM-Ping tool can also be used to estimate jitter.
By measuring the inter-arrivals of incoming SSM-Ping re-
sponses, the receiver can calculate jitter. This information
can be used to estimate the load on the underlying network.
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7 Security Issues
In unicast, ping can be used to initiate denial of service at-
tacks at some third party site. Adversaries can use ping
to launch reflector-based denial of service attacks [9] on
victim sites. On the other hand, due to the multicast for-
warding mechanism, SSM-Ping requests and SSM-Ping re-
sponses follow the same path. As a result, SSM-Ping can-
not be used for third party denial of service attacks.

A second attempt to attack an SSM source, S, may
be to cause S to send redundant packets to arbitrary SSM
channels. That is, an adversary may attempt to send join
messages to a number of different SSM channels expect-
ing the edge router at S’s site to deliver these joins to S.
However, the edge routers will only send SSM-Ping Re-
quest packets to S for the join messages going to the SSM-
PING.MCAST.NET SSM address. Therefore, adversaries
cannot use such an approach to cause remote SSM sources
to misbehave.

A final security threat that adversaries may use is to
send a large number of join requests to a large number of
SSM channels on a remote end system, S. Since each join
request consumes router memory space (to store forward-
ing state information), a large number of such join requests
may potentially saturate the forwarding state table space in
the routers. These attacks are well-known by the multicast
community and our SSM-Ping mechanism does not aggra-
vate the security weaknesses of the existing system. Cur-
rently, there are several approaches to detect and reduce the
effect of such attacks. More specifically, most router ven-
dors have implemented rate limiting mechanisms in their
routers to defend against this type of attack. In addition,
a specific protocol, called the Multicast Control Protocol
(MCOP) [8], is under development by the Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF) to help fight such attacks. Fi-
nally, this problem has attracted attention from academia
and solutions [11] have been proposed.

8 SSM-Ping Experiments
In this section we describe our efforts to build a network
infrastructure to support SSM-Ping queries between two
end systems in two remote networks. In our experiments
we use a host at the University of Oregon (UO) network

as the pinging host and another host in our UTD network
as the pinged host. From a reachability point of view, this
experiment tests multicast reachability between the host in
the UO network as a potential receiver and the host in the
UTD network as a potential source. In our test setup, the
UO network is SSM-enabled and therefore has the required
support mechanism to initiate the ping request for the ping-
ing host. On the other hand, the UTD network does not
have all the functionality that we need. That is, when the
ping request arrives at the edge router at the UTD network,
according to the current IGMP protocol, this router will not
forward the ping request to the end host. As a result in order
to successfully implement SSM-Ping, we need to account
for this missing functionality.

In order to completely implement SSM-Ping, we need
the extra bit of functionality at the designated router at
the pinged end system. For this purpose we used an
open source software router provided by the eXtensible
Open Router Platform (XORP) [1] project. The aim of
the XORP project is to develop an open source software
router, flexible and extensible enough for research use. The
XORP router provides support for the PIM-SM protocol.
In our experiment we used the XORP software router as
the designated router for the pinged end system. Being a
software based router we modified the source code of the
XORP router to include the extra bit of functionality to in-
form the source on receipt of a SSM-Ping request message.
The source then sends a response message on the (S, SSM-
PING.MCAST.NET) channel.

In the unicast world the ping utility is used to measure
the round trip time (RTT) to the pinged site. SSM-Ping in-
cludes a similar notion. In multicast the delay experienced
by the receiver in receiving the first packet can be called the
multicastRTT. The expectation is that the multicast RTT
will be higher than the unicast RTT. As the SSM-Ping re-
quests are propagated towards the source, routers on the
direct path creates multicast forwarding states for this ping
request. Since state construction occurs via a router’s slow
path (CPU-based processing), this operation will introduce
delay contributing to a larger RTT value. We ran experi-
ments between UO and UTD to record the multicast RTT.
The multicast RTT was measured from the time the receiver
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sent the SSM-Ping request to the time SSM-Ping response
was received. We also measured unicast RTT values along
with multicast RTT measurements using the standard uni-
cast ping utility. We ran almost 200 SSM-Ping requests at
regular intervals of 10 seconds. Figure 6 shows the compar-
ison between the unicast RTT and multicast RTT. This sup-
ports our reasoning earlier, that the multicast RTT is more
as compared to the unicast RTT. Note that multicast RTT
is different from unicast RTT and multicast RTT gives an
estimate for the wait period of a receiver before it receives
the first packet.

Based on the experiment, the average unicast RTT is
84ms and the multicast RTT is 953ms. As compared to uni-
cast RTT, the additional processing incurred in multicast
RTT is the creation of forwarding states by the routers. Ac-
cording to the path traces, both unicast and multicast paths
are same with a end-to-end hop count of 9. If we assume
that the propagation delay on the links to be same for both
unicast and multicast RTT, the difference between the two
delays (i.e. 953 - 84 = 869ms) gives us a good approxi-
mate of the total delay incurred by the routers enroute for
processing the join message. Hence, on average, 96.5ms
(869ms/9) of processing time is introduced by each router.
This is a rough estimate of the time taken by each router in
processing the join message.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced an effective utility, SSM-Ping,
to support a basic multicast management task, reachabil-
ity/connectivity testing. First, we motivated our work by
discussing the importance of reachability monitoring for
the success of SSM-based multicast service deployment ef-
forts in the Internet. Then, we presented our SSM-Ping ap-
proach and discussed a number of deployment and security
issues with SSM-Ping. Finally, we presented our experi-
ments on evaluating our SSM-Ping utility on a number of
important management tasks. Considering the importance
of the unicastpingutility for end users and network admin-
istrators in the unicast world, we believe that our SSM-Ping
utility will be a very useful management tool for multicast
users and multicast network managers.
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